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Cambria Suites Guests Earn Triple Airline & Amtrak Rewards*
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SILVER SPRING, Md.

Cambria Suites guests can get more for their money this fall with the new triple Airline
Rewards & Amtrak Guest Rewards(R) promotion. From now through December 31st, guests
at every Cambria Suites brand hotel, franchised by Choice Hotels International, Inc. , can
choose to earn either triple the amount of Airline Rewards or Amtrak Guest Rewards points
during qualifying stays.

"From the railways to the skies, the cost of travel continues to increase and this promotion
can provide some much-needed relief for our valued guests by tripling their rewards when
they stay with Cambria Suites," said William Edmundson, brand president of Cambria Suites
for Choice Hotels.

Among the 12 airline partners included in this offer are American Airlines AAdvantage,
Continental OnePass, Delta SkyMiles, Northwest WorldPerks, Southwest Airlines Rapid
Rewards, US Airways Dividend Miles and United Mileage Plus. To be eligible, guests simply
have to provide their frequent flyer or Amtrak Guest Rewards number at check-in.

"By offering our guests the opportunity to earn triple airline and Amtrak rewards, we can
continue to create value for our existing guests while enticing new travelers to find out what
the Cambria Suites buzz is all about," added Edmundson.

For more information on Cambria Suites and on how to earn triple points for airline or Amtrak
guest rewards, visit cambriasuites.com .

About Choice Hotels

Choice Hotels International franchises more than 5,700 hotels, representing more than
460,000 rooms, in the United States and 40 countries and territories. As of June 30, 2008,
992 hotels are under development in the United States, representing 80,292 rooms, and an
additional 104 hotels, representing 8,824 rooms, are under development in more than 20
countries and territories. The company's Comfort Inn, Comfort Suites, Quality, Sleep Inn,
Clarion, Cambria Suites, MainStay Suites, Suburban Extended Stay Hotel, Econo Lodge and
Rodeway Inn brands serve guests worldwide.

Additional corporate information may be found on the Choice Hotels Web site, which may be
accessed at www.choicehotels.com .

*Earn triple Airline Rewards or Amtrak Guest Rewards points for qualifying stays at any
Cambria Suites hotel with arrival between August 1 and December 31, 2008. This offer
cannot be combined with any other promotion (including Choice Privileges points and
promotions). A stay is defined as any number of consecutive nights at one hotel regardless
of check-ins or check-outs. Guests must pay an eligible rate and provide their frequent flyer
or Amtrak Guest Rewards number to front desk at time of check-in to earn Airline Rewards or
Amtrak Guest Rewards points. Please allow 6-8 weeks after hotel stay for miles or points to
post.

Choice Hotels, Choice Hotels International, Comfort Inn, Comfort Suites, Quality, Sleep Inn,
Clarion, Cambria Suites, MainStay Suites, Suburban Extended Stay Hotel, Econo Lodge and



Rodeway Inn are proprietary trademarks and service marks of Choice Hotels International.
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